
ONESOURCE Global Trade Visibility
By leveraging a global trade network of supply chain partners and government 
agencies, the ONESOURCE® Global Trade Visibility (GTV) solution delivers cloud-
based analytics to create a trade compliance driven supply chain.

The challenge
Managing import and export operations for a 
global company has its challenges, especially 
when it comes to data. For most companies, 
trade data resides in disparate internal systems, 
with various government agencies, and across 
multiple customs brokers and freight forwarders. 
With limited visibility, companies are forced to 
make decisions with information that is outdated, 
inconsistent, and incomplete.

The result is that organizations are unable to 
answer critical operational questions such as — 
what is my global duty spend, how are my brokers 
performing, what free trade agreements are 
available, what are my areas of risk, how can I 
lower landed cost, and is my trade data accurate 
and complete?

The solution
The ONESOURCE GTV solution was developed 
for today’s trade compliance professional. Trade 
executives, who need real-time visibility into their 
import and export activity, are now able to analyze 
trade data to mitigate risk, reduce cost, and 
increase compliance.

Other solutions on the market are not designed 
for analyzing trade compliance. They are static 
in nature and resource-intensive to get up 
and running. GTV, on the other hand, comes 
integrated to the network where your data 
lives and provides out-of-the-box reports and 
dashboards targeted at gaining insight into 
trade compliance activities. With GTV, you can 
begin analyzing data in weeks, not months, 
leading to a faster time to value.

The benefits
GTV provides an advanced analytics platform 
that businesses can use for continuous 
improvement while staying ahead of an ever-
changing regulatory landscape. With GTV, your 
trade data is continually updated, allowing you 
to make more informed decisions, measure and 
manage key performance indicators, identify 
savings opportunities, and lower the risk of non-
compliance with customs regulations.

You worry about analyzing your data — we take 
care of the rest.
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Contact us today: 

+1 888 885 0206 
tax.tr.com/globaltrade

Feature Activity

Visibility across  
trade lanes

Create a harmonized, unified view of trade activity across all trade lanes

Global network 
integration

Integrate with our global network of government agencies, brokers,  
and freight forwarders

Pre-built reports Access 1,000+ out-of-the-box reports built to analyze trade data

Drill-down capabilities Use intuitive filters to drill down to the product number level

Dynamic scorecards Use dynamic scorecards to evaluate the health of trade  
compliance operations

Streamline setup Dramatically reduce setup times without involvement from IT

Real-time trade data Leverage trade data that is continually updated rather than a static,  
one-time report

Strategic decision 
making

Base sourcing decisions on available free trade agreements and duty 
deferral programs

Minimize risk Identify compliance discrepancies to minimize risk from  
enforcement action

Robust content Leverage integrated trade content for 210+ countries and territories

Integration possibilities Manage analysis to post-declaration review by integrating other  
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